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1. Introduction

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) is a neurodegenerative disease only found in individuals with a history of exposure to repetitive head impacts (RHI), such as former American football players [1,2]. The pathognomonic lesion of CTE is the perivascular deposition of hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau) at the depths of the cortical sulci [3]. P-tau deposition is initially seen in frontotemporal brain regions, progresses to the medial temporal lobes (MTLs), and eventually becomes widespread. CTE presents with a constellation of cognitive, behavior, and mood deficits and, in some cases, motor signs [4]. Although CTE can only be diagnosed by neuropathological examination [3], clinical research diagnostic criteria have been proposed [5]. Yet, in vivo biomarkers that can detect the presence of CTE pathology during life have not yet been identified, precluding the ability to accurately
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diagnose CTE at this time. Biomarkers have become the gold standard in the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and play a key role in understanding disease biology and determining therapeutic efficacy [6–9]. A similar framework is being adopted for CTE [5].

A number of potential neuroimaging biomarkers for CTE have been identified (e.g., volumetric magnetic resonance imaging [MRI], diffusion-tensor imaging [DTI], MR spectroscopy) [5], but none of these methods assess the pathology underlying CTE, i.e., p-tau burden. Positron-emission tomography (PET) tau-specific radioligands have emerged as an optimal biomarker for detecting tauopathies, like AD [6,11,20–22], with the expectation that PET imaging will serve as the gold standard diagnostic biomarker for CTE. The pragmatism of PET imaging, however, is problematic as it is expensive, time demanding, and involves exposure to radiation. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) protein markers of neurodegeneration (e.g., total tau [t-tau] and p-tau) are a practical alternative to PET imaging that is an accepted diagnostic tool in AD [6,11,12]. CSF protein analysis still requires a lumbar puncture, a procedure that is often viewed as invasive, and is feared by many patients.

The development of ultrasensitive blood immunoassays makes it now possible to detect low abundance proteins, such as tau, in the periphery. Blood analysis of tau protein is a time efficient, noninvasive, and reliable procedure, making it a candidate screening biomarker for neurodegenerative tauopathies, such as AD [11,13–17]. Plasma exosomal tau has recently been proposed as a biomarker for CTE [18], but the techniques for isolation of brain-derived exosomes in blood are technically challenging and can lead to significant variability in the quality (e.g., purity, efficiency) of the extracted exosome [19]. Plasma tau is a more appealing option to the clinician and clinical researcher. Plasma assays of p-tau are still being developed and refined. However, plasma t-tau has been supported as a diagnostic tool for AD [6,11,20–22] but not without conflicting reports [23]. It has been theorized that significant axonal damage is required before peripheral increases in t-tau are observed in participants with AD [21].

Because tau is predominantly expressed in neuronal axons [24], plasma t-tau may be sensitive to the diffuse axonal injury that occurs during concussion [25] and RHI [26–30]. The utility of plasma t-tau in the setting of head trauma and RHI exposure is beginning to be explored. In a multicenter cohort study of professional Swedish ice hockey players [31], plasma t-tau concentrations were found to be elevated after a concussion and correlated with duration of postconcussion symptoms. Military personnel with a self-reported traumatic brain injury (TBI) also exhibited higher concentrations of plasma t-tau relative to controls, and plasma t-tau levels were higher for those with a medical record history of TBI and for those with three or more TBIs versus fewer than three TBIs [32]. Greater total postconcussive symptoms correlated with higher peripheral t-tau concentrations [32]. Regarding RHI, increases in plasma t-tau have been reported in a sample of 30 Olympic boxers immediately after a bout where there were no knock-outs [33], providing evidence for the acute effects of RHI on plasma t-tau levels. Exposure to RHI may also lead to chronic elevations in plasma t-tau levels given that RHI-related axonal abnormalities can persist over time [34], have been observed in former NFL players [34–37], and are a common pathological feature in CTE [2].

The potential for plasma t-tau to serve as screening biomarker for CTE remains unknown partially because no study has examined the relationship between RHI exposure and later-life plasma t-tau concentrations. The objective of this study was to examine plasma t-tau concentrations in former NFL players presumably at risk for CTE, compared with same-age controls. In the former NFL group, we investigated the relationship between RHI exposure, using a previously reported cumulative head impact index (CHII) [38], and later-life plasma t-tau concentrations. This study additionally examined the association between plasma t-tau levels and performance on neuropsychological and behavioral/mood tests in the former NFL players. Optimal methodology for identifying a clinical biomarker involves inclusion of a sample with the clinical diagnosis of the disease of interest (suggesting a high probability of disease presence) [39]. Here, CTE is the target disease, but it cannot be diagnosed during life, and the extent of disease and if it is clinically present in the former NFL players are unknown. This is problematic given that significant axonal degeneration may be necessary for plasma t-tau to be elevated [21]. Therefore, one primary objective of this study was to identify a plasma t-tau concentration that had a high specificity to the former NFL group; a highly specific cutoff is one important criterion in the performance evaluation of a biomarker [39].

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The original sample included 124 subjects (96 former NFL players and 28 same-aged controls) from a study examining in vivo biomarkers for CTE, entitled “Diagnosing and Evaluating Traumatic Encephalopathy Using Clinical Tests” (DETECT). Recruitment for DETECT began in 2011 and concluded in 2015. Inclusion criteria for the former NFL players included male, aged 40–69 years, a minimum of two seasons in the NFL and a minimum of 12 years of organized football, and had self-reported complaints of cognitive, behavioral, and/or mood symptoms at the time of telephone screen. Former NFL players must also not have had a history of concussion within one year before study entry. The same-age control group was required to have no history of participation in contact sports, service in the military, self-reported TBI or concussion, or cognitive, behavioral, and/or mood symptoms at telephone screen. Exclusion criteria for all participants included general MRI and/or
lumbar puncture contraindications, presence of another central nervous system disease, and/or a primary language other than English. Participants enrolled in the DETECT study completed a single 2- to 3-day study visit, which involved administration of a battery of neuropsychological tests, neurological and psychiatric evaluations, blood draw, a history interview, and other examinations not relevant to the present study. Blood draw was completed on day 1, and neuropsychological testing was typically performed on day 3. All study protocols were approved by the Boston University Medical Center Institutional Review Board. Participants provided written informed consent before participation.

2.1.1. Sample size for present study

One former NFL player was not included in analyses that examined clinical test performance because of evidence of intentional poor effort (based on failure on multiple performance validity tests, neuropsychological scores at floor, and external evidence). This case, however, was included in analyses examining group differences in plasma t-tau and the association between RHI exposure and plasma t-tau. The sample of 28 controls was reduced to 25 after 3 were excluded because of a history of TBI (n = 2) and participation in football (n = 1), information that was not disclosed during the initial study screening. There were two controls with a history of youth soccer play and one who participated in youth amateur wrestling, but these participants were not excluded because of their brief participation in these sports and lack of concussion history. Of note, whereas contact sport history was an exclusion criterion for controls, a majority of the controls had a history of noncontact sport participation. Baseball (28.0%, n = 7) and swimming (52.0%, n = 13) were the most common primary sports played. Basketball (8.0%, n = 2) and crew (4.0%, n = 1) were additional primary sports played by controls.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Plasma t-tau

Nonfasting blood samples were collected with no significant differences between the groups in time of collection. Blood was collected into plastic dipotassium EDTA tubes and processed according to standard procedures, with plasma aliquoted and frozen at −80°C. Frozen plasma aliquots were shipped on dry ice to Quanterix (Lexington, MA, USA) where they were assayed in batch. Plasma t-tau concentrations were measured in duplicate from each sample with the Simoa HD-1 analyzer (Quanterix; Lexington) using human Tau kits (101444) at the Quanterix laboratories by Quanterix staff who were blind to group membership. All samples were detectable with an average coefficient of variation of 4%. This assay has been described elsewhere [22]. This assay uses a sandwich of two specific monoclonal antibodies, a capture antibody to the mid-domain of human tau and a detection antibody in the N-terminus.

2.2.2. Cumulative head impact index

The CHII was used to quantitate RHI exposure retrospectively in the former NFL players. A detailed description on the development of the CHII has been provided elsewhere [38]. The CHII is derived from self-reported football history (number of seasons played, position[s] played, levels played), and estimated head impact frequencies based on published helmet accelerometer studies. The CHII was originally developed in a sample of former youth, high school, and college football players, for which there are available helmet accelerometer studies to estimate frequency of head impacts. There are no helmet accelerometer studies at the professional football level; thus, college-level estimates of head impact frequencies were applied to the present sample for their professional football exposure. The CHII was computed for each former NFL player, and a higher CHII reflects greater exposure to RHI.

2.2.3. Neuropsychological and neuropsychiatric measures

All participants completed a comprehensive neuropsychological test battery that assessed the major cognitive domains (i.e., attention, executive function, verbal and visual episodic memory, language, visuospatial function) and semistructured interviews and self-report measures of neuropsychiatric function. A list of the tests administered as part of DETECT and the respective clinical domains assessed has been described previously [40]. Neuropsychological test raw scores were transformed to standard scores using normative data calibrated for age, gender, and/or education. As described in Alosco et al. [40], principal component analysis was performed to generate four clinical factor composite scores: behavioral/mood, psychomotor speed/executive function, verbal memory, and visual memory. These clinical composite scores were included in the present study.

2.3. Statistical analysis

Analysis of variance adjusting for age examined differences in plasma t-tau concentrations between the former NFL players and controls. Moses test of extreme reaction compared the range of plasma t-tau levels between the groups. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve was performed to identify the plasma t-tau concentration that resulted in 100% specificity for distinguishing the former NFL players from controls. Partial correlations controlling for age and body mass index (BMI) then examined the relationship between plasma t-tau levels and the CHII. BMI was included as a covariate because peripheral tau can be found in muscle [41]. A final set of partial correlations adjusting for age and BMI then determined the association between plasma t-tau and the psychomotor speed/executive function, verbal memory, visual memory, and behavior/mood factor composite scores among the former NFL players. Sample size for these analyses was reduced because of missing data on the neuropsychological and/or behavior/mood tests that make up the
composites. For all analyses, the significance level was set at an alpha of 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Plasma t-tau levels and ROC curve analyses

Table 1 shows demographic, athletic history, RHI exposure variables, and clinical characteristics, for the former NFL players and controls. In the full sample, bivariate correlations showed that plasma t-tau was not associated with age ($P = .395$), years of education ($P = .635$), or BMI ($P = .099$). Mann-Whitney $U$ test also showed no significant difference between Caucasians and African Americans for plasma t-tau concentrations ($P = .152$). The mean (standard deviation [SD]) plasma t-tau in former NFL players was 2.53 (1.01) pg/mL, whereas for controls it was 2.46 (0.57) pg/mL, a nonsignificant difference after controlling for age ($t = -0.42, P = .6719$). However, the Moses test showed that the former NFL players exhibited a significantly greater range in plasma t-tau levels compared with controls, with a tendency for the former NFL players to have higher plasma t-tau levels in the upper end of the range (range for former NFL players: 0.77–6.19, range for controls: 1.35–3.46, $P = .042$). A plasma t-tau concentration of 3.56 pg/mL was 100% specific to the former NFL players (sensitivity $= 12.50\%$). Twelve of the former NFL players had a plasma t-tau concentration $\geq 3.56$ pg/mL, and there were no controls with this plasma t-tau level (see Fig. 1). In fact, only five controls had a plasma t-tau $< 3.0$ pg/mL. Lineman (offensive and defensive) had higher plasma t-tau levels relative to nonlinemen ($t(94) = 2.58, P = .011$).

3.2. Plasma t-tau, RHI exposure, and clinical test performance

The mean CHII was 20.326 (SD = 6936.72). After controlling for age and BMI, there was a significant correlation between plasma t-tau levels and the CHII ($r = 0.25, P = .0137$) in the former NFL players; there was no significant association with years of football played ($r = 0.12, P = .2656$). Greater exposure to RHI was associated with higher concentrations of plasma t-tau (see Fig. 2). The 12 former NFL players with a plasma t-tau concentration $\geq 3.56$ pg/mL had a higher CHII ($F(3,92) = 5.767, P = .018$; mean [SD] = 25,338.48 [7968.51] versus 19,610.87 [6519.94]), after controlling for age and BMI. Plasma t-tau levels were not related to any of the clinical factor composite scores ($P > .10$ for all).

4. Discussion

The present study found that greater exposure to RHI correlated with higher levels of later-life plasma t-tau concentrations in a sample of 96 former NFL players. Although

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample characteristics</th>
<th>NFL ($n = 96$)</th>
<th>Control ($n = 25$)</th>
<th>$P$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD) years</td>
<td>55.16 (7.95)</td>
<td>57.04 (6.63)</td>
<td>.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, mean (SD) years</td>
<td>16.41 (0.97)</td>
<td>17.32 (2.10)</td>
<td>.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American*, n (%)</td>
<td>42 (44.2)</td>
<td>1 (4.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N = 95 for NFL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of football play, mean (SD) years</td>
<td>18.23 (3.48)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHII, mean (SD)</td>
<td>20.326 (6936.72)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years since retirement*, mean (SD) (N = 94)</td>
<td>26.49 (8.94)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary position group, n (%)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive line</td>
<td>28 (29.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running back</td>
<td>8 (8.3)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tight end</td>
<td>5 (5.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive skill</td>
<td>1 (1.0)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive line</td>
<td>15 (15.6)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linebacker</td>
<td>21 (21.9)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive back</td>
<td>18 (18.8)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, mean (SD), kg/m²</td>
<td>33.38 (5.08)</td>
<td>27.94 (3.77)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CHII, cumulative head impact index; SD, standard deviation.

*Sample size reduced because of missing data. Years since retirement was calculated through a subtraction of retirement year from year of study examination.
research linking sports-related concussion and RHI and higher later-life plasma t-tau concentrations extends conditions. and differentiation from aging and similar neurological with sensitive biomarkers to maximize disease detection highly specific biomarker should be used in combination with 12 having a plasma t-tau level concentration of 6.19 pg/mL (highest concentration of 3.56 pg/mL). No control subject had a plasma t-tau level ≥3.56 pg/mL, making this concentration 100% specific to the former NFL players. Former NFL players with a plasma t-tau concentration ≥3.56 pg/mL also had significantly greater exposure to RHI compared with former NFL players with plasma t-tau levels below 3.56 pg/mL. Although 3.56 pg/mL had poor sensitivity (12.5%), this is not unexpected given sensitivity is sacrificed when specificity is high. Recent diagnostic guidelines for AD emphasize the need for incorporation of high specificity in the development of biomarkers [42]. Regardless, an ideal biomarker has both high sensitivity and specificity [39]. A highly specific biomarker should be used in combination with sensitive biomarkers to maximize disease detection and differentiation from aging and similar neurological conditions.

The present association between greater RHI exposure and higher later-life plasma t-tau concentrations extends research linking sports-related concussion [31,43] and RHI [32,33] with acute elevations in plasma t-tau concentrations. Both acute and chronic elevations in plasma t-tau after exposure to RHI may be related to white matter changes. Tau is a protein highly expressed in neuronal unmyelinated cortical axons, where it facilitates the stability of microtubules [24,44]. T-tau is elevated in the plasma after a concussion, potentially a consequence of diffuse axonal injury that occurs during this injury [25]. In fact, plasma t-tau levels may be useful in monitoring concussion recovery, as it is correlated with duration of post-concussion symptoms [31]. RHI may aggravate diffuse axonal injury and prevent recovery [45]. Exposure to RHI has been associated with acute white matter abnormalities that persist over time [26–30,34–37] and have been observed in former NFL players [35]. In addition to chronic axonal injury, RHI-related elevations in later-life plasma t-tau may also be capturing axonal degeneration and neuronal loss related to a neurodegenerative disease, such as CTE. RHI exposure is a necessary risk factor for CTE [1–3], and CTE is characterized by an abnormal perivascular accumulation of p-tau in neurons and astroglia at the depths of the cortical sulci [2,3]. P-tau disperses throughout the cortex with disease progression and extends into the MTL, diencephalon, and brainstem. Beta-amyloid deposition is found in 52% of CTE cases, tends to be seen as diffuse (and not neuritic) plaques, and is associated with the presence of the e4 allele of the APOE gene and age [2,46]. White matter microstructural changes are also a common pathological feature of CTE. Unfortunately, there is no way to discern whether elevations in plasma t-tau in this sample are secondary to chronic axonopathy from recurrent head trauma or a neurodegenerative process. T-tau is also a general marker of cortical axonal damage that has limited diagnostic use in differentiating among different tauopathies (e.g., AD, frontotemporal lobar degeneration) and pathology other than neurodegenerative tauopathies (e.g., cerebrovascular disease) [47,48]. P-tau antibodies are more specific to tauopathies [48], and once plasma assays of p-tau are refined, examining plasma p-tau (in isolation and in combination with plasma amyloid and t-tau) and RHI exposure will improve understanding on how plasma t-tau relates to CTE.

In the context of the association between RHI exposure and later-life plasma t-tau, the overall lack of plasma t-tau differences between the former NFL players and controls could be related to below threshold levels of pathology in the former NFL group. Axonal degeneration in this sample of former NFL players may not have been severe enough to result in elevated concentrations of peripheral t-tau. This claim is supported by research in AD. Participants with MCI do not exhibit significantly higher levels of plasma t-tau compared with controls, whereas plasma t-tau concentrations are elevated in AD dementia [21,22]. But, even in AD dementia, the range of plasma t-tau levels overlap with those in MCI and normal cognition groups [21]. These findings have been interpreted as plasma t-tau being a late marker of AD, with substantial axonal degeneration required before reaching abnormal concentrations [21]. The presence of CTE neuropathology in the current sample of former NFL players is unknown, and the extent of disease may be minimal and certainly below clinical threshold because of the lack of association between plasma t-tau and clinical tests. Although exposure to RHI is believed to be necessary for the development of CTE [1,2], it is likely not sufficient...
because not all individuals exposed to RHI develop later-life clinical impairments. It is certainly possible that many participants in this sample may be without meaningful CTE neuropathology, potentially contributing to the null group effects. Clinical function may also be more sensitive to p-tau burden, particularly in the early stages of disease [49]. Interestingly, however, plasma t-tau concentrations ≥3.56 pg/mL was specific to the former NFL group. This value approaches 3.56 pg/mL that used the same Quanterix Simoa-HD1 tau assay (but is still lower) than plasma t-tau concentrations reported was specific to the former NFL group. This value approaches this time, conclusions regarding plasma t-tau as a biomarker for CTE cannot be made. Identifying a specific cutoff is a need for clinicopathological correlation studies. The CHII was developed in football players that played in a more modern era relative to the current sample. The number of head impacts and their association with plasma t-tau may have been underestimated in this sample. The present sample included a relatively demographically homogeneous sample of former professional football players, limiting the generalizability of our findings to amateur football players, other contact sport athletes, and more broadly, the general population.

In conclusion, greater exposure to RHI correlated with higher later-life plasma t-tau concentrations in this sample of former NFL players. Blood analysis of t-tau is relatively inexpensive and noninvasive, making it a potentially useful approach for screening for the presence of disease in the clinic and research setting. However, further study is needed to determine plasma t-tau as a candidate screening biomarker for CTE, including repeating the present study in a sample clinically diagnosed with CTE (once possible) and research that examines plasma t-tau in conjunction with other plasma proteins in subjects at high risk for CTE, longitudinal examinations, and studies that correlate plasma t-tau with PET imaging of tau.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic Review: The authors reviewed the literature using PubMed and references of research articles. No study has examined the association between exposure to repetitive head impacts (RHI) and later-life plasma total tau (t-tau) levels. However, plasma t-tau has diagnostic utility in Alzheimer’s disease, and RHI has been linked with acute elevations in plasma t-tau. These studies are appropriately cited.

2. Interpretation: Blood protein analysis of t-tau is inexpensive and noninvasive and may be able to detect later-life pathological changes associated with RHI exposure.

3. Future directions: To determine whether plasma t-tau can be a screening biomarker for chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), future work should 1) repeat this study once CTE can be clinically diagnosed, 2) examine the association between plasma t-tau with other proposed biomarkers of CTE (e.g., positron-emission tomography tau imaging), 3) conduct longitudinal examinations, and 4) investigate the correlation between antemortem plasma t-tau and postmortem CTE pathology.
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